SO YOU RATE AN ULTRORAC!

A little envy is pardonable. Not everyone is lucky enough to have the finest fraction collector in the world. But if your work calls for precision and reliability in electronically-controlled fraction collecting, you need an UltroRac®, too.

LKB IN THE SERVICE OF SCIENCE

LKB Instruments Inc.
12221 Parklawn Drive, Rockville MD, 20852
11744 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles Calif. 90025
6600 West Irving Park Road, Chicago Ill. 60634
260 North Broadway, Hicksville N.Y. 11801
"Blue Skies..."

But not any more. Clear blue skies, like clear blue streams, seem to be going the way of the ten-cent cup of coffee.

Amos Turk, Jonathan Turk, and Janet Wittes don’t have all the answers, but they do have the questions and some possible approaches to solutions in their new book, ECOLOGY, POLLUTION, ENVIRONMENT.

It’s a new, provocatively written supplement for any science course, one that takes a good look at all the crucial aspects of ecology—from pollution to the ecologic balance of environment.

By Amos Turk, City College of CUNY; Jonathan Turk; and Janet T. Wittes, University of Pittsburgh. 217 pp. illustd. Published January 1972. $3.95

The authors have covered ecology briefly but broadly. They present relevant background material in the physical sciences first, so that the student who may lack previous formal science training can use the book profitably. Then, the authors explain and discuss the decisions that must be made about environmental problems. These are treated as social problems rather than as "science."

There are helpful illustrative exercises, bibliographies and review questions to help the student use this stimulating, modern book in an area of real, immediate concern.

We can’t have them for a song any more.

To request an examination copy, or for more information, write Textbook Marketing Department,

W. B. Saunders Company
West Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105
Some things are changing for the better.

Many people know us as an instrument manufacturer: we make more than 2,000 products for measurement, test and analysis. Others know us as a computer company: more than 10,000 own our programmable calculators and computers. We prefer to think that our business is to serve measurement, analysis and computation needs... in science, industry, medicine and education. This is the rationale behind every new instrument, computer or system that we tell you about in these ads. This month:

Computer proliferation: a better way to control it.

Until now many computer users in high-technology areas faced a puzzling fork in the road. With several computers already in use, they had to decide either to continue the proliferation of dedicated systems or turn to a large-scale system costing at least a half-million dollars.

Now there is a third and happier choice: HP's new adaptive computer System/3000. It is the first small-scale computer that handles batch, real-time and time-sharing all at once, each in more than one computer language — at half the price of a good alternative.

For time-shared tasks, it handles up to 64 users. For real-time processing, it allows several programs to be active simultaneously, completely protected one from the other. In batch processing, it permits execution of a variety of programs at extremely high speed.

And System/3000 is multi-lingual in all modes, including FORTRAN, BASIC and the new SPL/3000, a high-level systems programming language that combines the power of a Compiler with the efficiency of an Assembler.

How System/3000 accomplishes all this is a long story. Part of it involves advanced computer architecture, virtual memory that assures available core for every program in any mode, a huge micro-programmed instruction set, and a multiprogramming executive that insures dynamic allocation of system resources. For the rest of the story on the adaptive computer write for our brochure on System/3000.
Instrumentation quality tape recording at a bargain price.

Most scientists would use portable instrumentation tape recorders for analog recording if only they performed as well as the big expensive laboratory machines. Unfortunately, their small size usually meant reduced performance.

Then came the HP 3960. Truly portable in size (50 pounds) and low in price ($4,270 for a fully-equipped four-channel instrument), the 3960 actually outperforms most laboratory machines costing five times more.

If this sounds too good to be true, listen to some of the 3960's capabilities. At 15/16 ips, its FM signal-to-noise ratio of better than 200:1 lets you play back signals that would be buried in noise (ECG's for example) on many lab machines as well as on any other portable.

The 3960 lets you mix and interchange four FM direct record/reproduce channels at will. You have a choice of three electrically-switched speeds, for a time-base expansion of 16:1 or 10:1... without signal degradation. Tape drive is bidirectional so that you don't have to rewind either to continue recording or to play back.

Built-in facilities let you calibrate the 3960's FM electronics without external equipment. And an integral peak-reading meter lets you optimize record level without using a scope. Options include a 5 to 30 foot loop adaptor, an interrupting voice channel, and an inverter for 12 or 28 VDC... all integrally mounted.

Write for Application Note 89, a tape recording handbook useful to scientists interested in tape recording techniques for vibration and test analysis, research and clinical medicine, acoustics, oceanography and other environmentally difficult research projects.

For more complete information, write Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304. In Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland.

HEWLETT-Packard
AN EXTRAORDINARY MONUMENT TO THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE
THE MEDALLIC TREASURY OF SCIENCE HISTORY

A privately struck, limited first edition medallion tribute commemorating the greatest men and events in the history of science—culminating during the Diamond Anniversary year of the Nobel Awards. Available only by advance reservation.

• 75 original high relief fine art commemorative medals
• Privately struck in limited editions of Gold-over-Gold; Gold-over-Fine Silver; All Fine Silver; and Solid Bronze
• Created by internationally famed medallion sculptors
• Hallmarked and edge-numbered with your own individual subscription number
• 100%, Price Protected
• Subjects carefully selected by distinguished science historians

The Medical History Society, respected in the fields of history and medicine for its outstanding commemorative medallion art, now announces creation of the beautiful series of limited edition medallions commemorating the outstanding achievements in the history of science. The Medallic Treasury of Science History. This unique series is being sculpted as a lasting tribute to the greatest men and events in science: the 75 "giants" of science will be given their unique interpretations to this 75-medal series. Typical is chief sculptor Barry Stanton, designer of the official U.N. Silver Anniversary Medal. The medals are realized in a limited run and are individually numbered for artistic expression, as will be exemplified in this fine art series.

High Relief medals, issued two per month. The medals, struck in dramatic High Relief, will be issued at the rate of two per month. The first 74 medals will be struck over the years as follows; the final medal will be issued in 1972. Each separate edition, each with a different measure of value, provides you the perfect opportunity to own the entire set that will fulfill your needs and interests.

Distinguished International Selection Committee.
AARON J. IHDE, Ph.D., Selection Committee Chairman, Professor of Chemistry and Chairman of your Subscription Department.
ALISTAIR C. CROMBIE, Ph.D., Senior Lecturer in the History of Science, Oxford University.
CHAUNCY D. LEAKE, Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacology, University of California, Medical School.
MICHAEL A. HOSKIN, Ph.D., Lecturer in the History of Science, Cambridge University.
STILLMAN DRAKE, A.B., L.L.D., Professor of History, Institute for Science History and Philosophy of Science and Technology, University of Toronto.
DEREK DE SOLLA PRICE, Ph.D., Professor of History, Department of the History of Science, Yale University.

Internationally known medallion sculptors. Famed medallion sculptors have been enlisted to give their unique interpretations to this 75-medal collection. Typical is chief sculptor Barry Stanton, designer of the official U.N. Silver Anniversary Medal. The medals are realized in a limited run and are individually numbered for artistic expression, as will be exemplified in this fine art series.

Included with your subscription. Your subscription will include historical literature for each event commemorated; a deluxe wood chest to organize, display and protect your collection, plus a complimentary subscription to Aesculapius, a quarterly journal of the history of medicine and of the sciences.

16-Day examination privilege. Be sure to mail your application promptly in order to assure your participation. Your first two medals will be mailed to you in April, 1972. When your arrive, examine them in your home for 16 days. If you don't agree that this medallion series is all we promised, simply return them for full refund. If you have any questions, please feel free to phone—(312) 641-5540.

LIMIT: ONE SET PER SUBSCRIBER
MAIL THIS APPLICATION TODAY—EARLY ACTION WILL ASSURE YOUR PARTICIPATION

Department of Science History • Medical History Society
20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606

Please enter your subscription for one complete hallmarked series of The Medallic Treasury of Science History consisting of 76 high relief fine art medals to be issued at the rate of two per month beginning in April, 1972. The first 74 medals will be struck in diameter; the final medal, a 2¼" in diameter, will be issued in 1972. I enclose my subscription fee of $1,500 for the first two medals; and, if I am not thoroughly satisfied, I may at that time cancel my subscription and return the medals for full refund.

I understand that future medals will be struck expressly for my account, at the rate of two medals per month, and I agree to pay for them promptly upon being invoiced on a monthly payment basis. After I have received the first six medals, I will also receive, at no additional cost, a magnifying chest to protect my medals. In addition, I will also receive a complimentary subscription to Aesclapian magazine.

All payments must be in U.S. Funds. I understand my remittance will be returned to me if my subscription is not accepted. (Illinois residents please add 5% sales tax.)

I would like my set to be struck in the metal checked below—and I enclose my check or money order for the first two medals:

[ ] 24-Karat Gold electroplate over 14-Karat Gold-Fill @ $38 per medal (individually edge-numbered). I am enclosing $76.00*
[ ] 24-Karat Gold electroplate over .999 Fine Silver @ $20.50 per medal (individually edge-numbered). I am enclosing $41.00*
[ ] .999 Fine Silver @ $14.00 per medal (individually edge-numbered). I am enclosing $28.00*
[ ] Solid Bronze @ $.50 per medal. I am enclosing $11.00* Or charge to...
[ ] Master Charge Card No.
[ ] American Express Card No.

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)
ADDRESS
CITY PHONE
STATE ZIP

I would like my set to be struck in the metal checked below—and I enclose my check or money order for the first two medals:

[ ] 24-Karat Gold electroplate over 14-Karat Gold-Fill @ $38 per medal (individually edge-numbered). I am enclosing $76.00*
[ ] 24-Karat Gold electroplate over .999 Fine Silver @ $20.50 per medal (individually edge-numbered). I am enclosing $41.00*
[ ] .999 Fine Silver @ $14.00 per medal (individually edge-numbered). I am enclosing $28.00*
[ ] Solid Bronze @ $.50 per medal. I am enclosing $11.00* Or charge to...
[ ] Master Charge Card No.
[ ] American Express Card No.

SIGNATURE (Application must be signed to be accepted)

---

Special Bonus Bausch & Lomb Magnifier included— if your application is mailed by midnight, March 10, 1972, you will receive a Bausch & Lomb illuminated desk top magnifier to study the magnificent detail of your medals plus many other valuable uses.
We want to be useful
...and even interesting

X-rays on paper
come out of this little processing device

Base for base, paper costs less than film. For x-ray film we double the speed by putting emulsion on both sides. Since this doesn’t accomplish much on non-transparent paper, only one side needs to be coated.

We get the speed back up again by some new ideas in the formulation and coating of phosphor for the intensifying screen inside the cassette in contact with the emulsion. The intensifying screen idea itself is an old one. Because some Kodak people kept chin up on drawing the assignment to work in a “mature” technology (where little new is expected), we now enter the intensifying screen business with product that substantially increases photon conversion.

There will remain radiographic applications wherein loss of detail by even the thinnest of intensifying phosphor screens is intolerable, or where archival requirements demand film.

Otherwise radiography on paper shapes up as a beautiful proposition. Stabilization processing is accomplished by the above-pictured KODAK INDUSTREX Instant Processor in 10 seconds. By subsequent fixing and washing, the life of a paper radiograph can be extended to around 7 years if desired.

Currently one can buy 27 of these processors for the price of one of our x-ray film processors. They don’t even require any water connections.

Very handy for looking into a jet engine right on the runway to check whether something is bent or cracked deep inside. That’s a typical idea. With all that this means in speed, cost, and convenience, industry will now see x-ray in a new light. Let us hope good sense will prevail. May ubiquity never breed disrespect for the photon’s might!

In medical radiography the advance in intensifying screens has different consequences.*

The new Kodak screens permit utilization of about 3 of every 10 x-ray photons traversing the patient, as compared with 2 heretofore. If this gain is not used to save money, as in radiographing inanimate objects or experimental animals, it is available for either of two medically worthy purposes: 1) to reduce radiation dosage required to secure the necessary information, or 2) to permit use of a slower film. The latter choice reduces the image-degrading mottle that results from statistical fluctuation when the delineation job is done with fewer of those mighty x-ray photons. If it helps the radiologist see fine detail better, it’s probably worth the price.

We now market exposure cassettes containing a pair of screens that tightly grip between them a sheet of film coated on both sides. Since the fluorescence from a Kodak screen is almost entirely in the ultraviolet, little of it gets past the adjacent emulsion to spread out and spoil the image on the opposite side with non-informative density.

Those who need to know more for industrial, scientific, or medical purposes (please state which) should write to Kodak, Dept. 740, Rochester, N.Y. 14650.


Gene Expression and Behavior. Delbert D. Thiessen. Random House, New York, 1972, xii, 160 pp., illus. $5.95.

Genetics Experiments with Bacterial Viruses. D. Peter Staudson and Donald S. Dean. Freeman, San Francisco, 1971, x, 66 pp., illus. Paper, $2.50.


Laboratory Experiments in Physiology. Blaine H. Levedahl, Albert A. Barber, and Alan Grinnell. Mosby, St. Louis, ed. 8, 1971, xvi, 176 pp., illus. $5.25.


Lectures on Environmental Physiology. Alfred Kühn. Translated from the German (1965) by Roger Milkmam. Springer-Verlag, New York, ed. 2, 1971, xvi, 536 pp., illus. $19.60.


The Brinkmann Gel Scanner— the attachment that fits right onto your Zeiss PMQ II Spec. cell compartment without modification (and avoids costly instrument duplication). It scans at 6 mm/min—even faster (25 mm/min) for coarser separations—in either direction. Resolution? Split aperture is 100 μm that can catch those narrow bands. Columns to 10x100 mm can be handled. Wavelength is variable from 200 to 750 μm. And there are a host of options available to meet your specific needs. Want to scan fast? Want to look good? Get the details. Write:

Dept. B.G.C.
Brinkmann Instruments, Inc.
Rexdale, ROst.
Westbury, N.Y. 11590
(516) 334-7300

Brinkmann Instruments (Canada), Ltd.
50 Galaxy Boulevard.
Rexdale (Toronto), Ontario